
mens 6 pockets denim Jeans cargo pants,Blue Jeans Dickies Work Pants With Nylon
Zipper
 Product Show:



Specifications:
 
Product Name mens 6 pockets denim Jeans cargo pants 
Art No. WH781
Style Denim/Jeans cargo pants/Cargo pants
Fabric Customized
Color Blue,BlACK etc
Size S,L,XL,XXL,XXXL/As Customer's requirement
Assories Side Cargo Pockets,Brass Button
OEM/ODM Yes
MOQ 2000pcs/set
Feature Plus Size,Breathable,Quick dry
Application Oil,Offshore,Road,GasStation,Mining,Factory,Electric,Sanitation
Brand Name Kinglong
 

 
Description:
1, Jeans 100%cotton ,325gsm fabric. Soft handfeeling fabric.It's better than normal 100%cotton or
65%polyester 35%cotton cargo pants fabric .It 's more heavier.



 
2. Adopt durable brass long zipper, sturdy and durable,Smooth hand feeling, make you every day more
easy.
 
3, The real fabric weight, we can meet any of your requirement no matter you need how heavy or
whatever fabric.We can find out in the market.
 
4, Support apply for packing list; carton list; origin certificate;SASO certification.
 
5, We have professional pattern maker,you can provide with your original sample to us to make counter
sample for you. If it’s not convenient for you to send your sample to us, we also accept detailed pictures.
Because we have professional sample maker, we are a team to design and meet your requirement of
modification.
 
6, With multi pockets feature; support functions that you can put your mobile phone , pen, money and
tools. 
 
7.The style is cargo , very simple for any working situation. 
 
 8.Adopt double stitiching or even triple stitching to strengthening Jeans trousers Godet cloth and
stitiches when pulling. It is very durable to adapt to the common condition of work.
 
9. Jeans style is a everlasting ,and jeans color is a fashion color forever, which can easily match any stylish
clothes.
 
10. Adopt advanced pattern maker design your trousers sizes, Professional built ergonomic comfortable
Jeans trousers. Regarding size chart, we use standard European size. It can be accept if you have your size
chart that can provide with us.
 
 Company Show
As a SGS certified workwear manufacturer in Wuhan, China for more than 11 Years, we mainly produce
coverall, jacket, vest, pants, bibpants,chef uniform,hospital unfirom,pant & shirt,pant & jacket etc.Our
major market is Europe, North & South America,Middle East.

Production procedure: 



Contact us


